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	NAME: Quephyrd
	DESCRIPTION: The Quephyrd are an amphibious humanoid species native to the Beta quadrant. They are a tall, trim people with absolutely no hair or hair follicles. They have bright blue or green eyes, & some their eyes change colors as they grow older. They have pale pink or lavender skin. Some have a slightly darker skin of a dull orange hue. Their most striking feature are the skin-growths that replace hair. These growths are rigid on the top of their skull, but become softer, & more supple as they continue down the neck & onto the body. Unlike hair, these growths do not grow. They cannot be trimmed or styled. This would be very painful for them.Names: They have long, complicated names that usually carry an elaborate meaning that a Quephyrd will understand immediately.Male names: Qaqafechu, Yayageche, Ririgahe, Yuyugahe Female names: Jejeho, Lilicu, Qekuku, Ubobo, Ahaha, Ququta, Yayabi
	ERA: TNG era and beyond
	Text Field 13: I enjoy a good mystery.
	Text Field 7: Daring +2, Insight +1.
	Text Field 8: Amphibious: Quephyrd are equally at home on land, or in the water. They are equipped with a pair of gills as well as lungs. They suffer no penalties for actions taken underwater. Ultravision: The Quephyrd can see in almost total darkness, by channeling their visual spectrum to ultraviolet in dark or dim-lit conditions. They may reduce the Difficulty for darkness by 2, minimum of 1.
	TALENTS: Quephyrd, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Bio-Sonar
	TALENT TEXT 1: Quephyrd have a natural echolocation ability similar to Dolphins. This makes them very hard to sneak up on. They also can detect the slightest movements during combat. An opponent making an attack against you increases their difficulty by 3, to a maximum of 5.
	TALENT NAME 2: Dodge
	TALENT TEXT 2: In combat situations, you make an Opposed task [Daring+Security] to dodge an incoming melee or ranged attack with an additional 1d20 to your dice pool.
	TALENT NAME 3: Impeccable Swimmer
	TALENT TEXT 3: You are an excellent swimmer & can, equally, move rapidly & dexterously on land. Maneuvering & climbing in cramped spaces & tubes is easy for you. When you attempt a Fitness test to maneuver through water, within a tight space, or when climbing, you gain an additional 1d20.
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